
Golden Plains Shire

Communities Shaping 
Their Future



Today’s Presentation

• Why should agencies consult with 
communities?

• How do you link what 
communities are saying with your 
strategic plans and other 
organisation’s strategic plans?

• Benefits to your agency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Golden Plains Shire
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Presentation Notes
Historically rural Nestled between regional centresMajor road links shadow the boundariesAn ‘interface’ Council between two regional centres Comparatively cheap housing and rural lifestyleRapid population growthWhen thinking about ‘The Background’ I am wanting to draw out the things that shaped Council’s thinking in the period leading up to the establishment of the Community Development program in 1999/2000.The creation of Golden Plains Shire established a municipality with a large number of small towns and communitiesGiven this context Council was resolute in their commitment to ensure that all communities benefited from the new municipality and that any investment by Council be directed in ways that supported the identity and vitality of all communities across the Shire.The central question that Council grappled with was  ‘How do we develop and support the 35+ communities across the Golden Plains Shire?’A realisation that this was a new approach …. At this stage not all Councillors were convinced so hasten slowly ….. start small and build up from thereIn 2000/01 five ‘Community Plans’ were produced covering eight communities ( given the nature of the Shire some communities chose to link their planning with the larger community that often played a servicing role).  From the initial 5, 6 more were developed to make 11 in 2002/03 then 18 by 2004/05 and by 2005/06 there were 19 formalised ‘Community Plans’ covering over 30 communities.Let’s give the initial projects a kick along to build community confidence in the program (community grants) ….. “Nothing succeeds like success”As bigger projects are identified let’s set up processes that enable Council to assess these against its own priorities ….. And where possible let’s play an active role in funding these projects ourselves as well as sourcing funding from other levels of Government.So the Golden Plains Community Development Program was born … and since 1999/2000 the program has maintained three key elements.



What is Community Planning?

• Many forms of community 
planning



Why do Community Planning?

• Because it makes sense ……

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It wasn’t because we were told to do it…No push / or educationNo legislationNo words such as community capacity building ….  Resilient communities…



Why Community Planning in 
Golden Plains?

• Strengthen the identity and vitality of 
all communities

• Give communities the opportunity to 
be more focussed on their own towns 
and plan for the future

• There is a need for an holistic 
approach to planning where the 
whole community is involved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier the creation of Golden Plains Shire established a municipality with a large number of small towns and communitiesGiven this context Council was resolute in their commitment to ensure that all communities benefited from the new municipality and that any investment by Council be directed in ways that supported the identity and vitality of all communities across the Shire.The central question that Council grappled with was  ‘How do we develop and support the 35+ communities across the Golden Plains Shire?’The key ideas that emerged from this period of review were as follows:Council commitment to support the identity and vitality of all townships and communities across the Shire – ‘all communities must benefit’Need to encourage community independence and ownership …. “if communities are going to remain vibrant ….. individual townships will need to be actively involved in shaping and creating their own future”



‘All the historic evidence indicates that 
significant community development 
only takes place when local community 
people are committed to investing 
themselves and their resources in the 
effort. That's why you can't develop 
communities from the top down, or 
from the outside in’

(John McKnight, John Kretzmann,
Mapping Community Capacity)



‘The wisdom of the community 
always exceeds the knowledge 
of the experts’

(Harold Flaming)



“Community planning gave us the 
opportunity to work alongside the 
powers that be, have our say and feel, 
for the first time, that we were really 
being listened to. Residents now feel 
much more connected with decision-
making and things are really beginning 
to improve around here.“

(Local Resident)



What Range of Programs 
Have Been Considered?

• Education
• Child Care
• Recreation
• Health
• Social Services 

• Transport
• Housing
• Economic 

Opportunity
• All areas of 

Infrastructure 
Provision



• How did Golden Plains 
undertake the community 
planning process?



• Confirming interest

• Generating energy and ideas

• Determining Priorities

• Creating a ‘Township/Community Plan’

Communities Owning the 
‘Township or Community Plan’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first of these elements relates to the ownership and development of a ‘Township or Community Plan’The first and most critical question for a township or community is …. ‘Do people want to develop their own Community Plan?’So how did this occur a facilitator (whose role I will describe shortly) met with local residents to discuss the idea of the community plan and to stimulate thinking and discussion in the local community – people were recruited to promote the idea and identify ideas and potential projects to include in a plan.Once sufficient momentum was generated a community meeting was conducted to confirm interest in and commence development of a PlanSo what does a Plan typically include:  Capital projects – ‘We need to upgrade the kitchen at the local hall’; ‘We need to improve the paths so people can walk into town safely’Events – ‘Let’s run a rodeo’; ‘let’s have a regular social gathering’; ‘wouldn’t it be good if we could have a community clean up day along the river’Programs – ‘Could we establish regular activities that young people want’; ‘We need better support services for families’; ‘How can we support older retired farmers who are living alone?’Aspirations & Issues – ‘Wouldn’t it be great if we could move the Primary School into the centre of town’; ‘we need better access to public transport’; ‘we can’t get to see a doctor’; ‘Our kids are spending 3 hours on a bus each day to get to school’; ‘There are a lot of mothers stuck at home with children and no car’;The final ‘Township Plan’:Includes all ideas/projects identified by the community (typically between 3 and 20)Identifies priority projects (typically between 1 and 5) based on the level of community support – this is typically identified through the process of identification, description and clarification then a rudimentary voting arrangementUsually has a mix of short term, medium term and long term projects prioritiesProvides a focus for community investment of time and resources for a period of 12 -18 months before the Plan is reviewed



Focusing Local Energy and 
Investment

• Community Coordinator as a ‘catalyst’

• External Facilitator

• Priority project leaders – getting on 
with it

• ‘Learning through doing’

• Utilising other ideas, support & 
resources
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Work with local communities to promote the ‘Township / Community Plan’ conceptFacilitate the development of the ‘Township Plan’Assist community volunteers in writing up the ‘Township Plan’Encourage involvement of people who haven’t taken a leadership role in their local communitySo when it works well the facilitatorThe local ‘Community Coordinator’ plays a critical role is focusing local energyThe person nominates themselves or is nominated by others through the Community Plan development process described earlier.  Promoting the ‘Township Plan’Most importantly, being a ‘catalyst’ for the implementation of the Plan …. By this I mean encouraging resident participation in local priority projects and providing information, advice and support to the volunteers involved in those priority projects Being a key point of communication between the community and Council regarding the ‘Township Plan’, priority projects and Council planning activitiesThe second element is the ‘external’ facilitator …. This is someone who can:Connects well with local community coordinators and develops a good working relationship based on trustOrient and support ‘Community Coordinators’Listen and encourage, providing information, making connections and allowing communities to find the way forwardDevelop collaboration and trust between communities and CouncilPre empts emerging issues and encourages communities to resolve problems with Council staff in a direct open mannerCan effectively play the role of ‘devil’s advocate’ in order to build goodwill and collaborationSo what has been the experience to dateMost communities have between 2 and 6 Community Coordinators at any point in time, some have had as many as 10.Some people have stayed in the role for 6 year others have got involved intensively for a year and moved on



Why Council?

1. Knowing what is important to the 
community will lead to better 
decision-making

2. Council can act as a facilitator with 
other stakeholders to attract 
support 
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  2. Support that may otherwise may not have happenedI hope that I can show the benefits by explaining the role of Council in this process



What is the role of Council

• Respecting community ownership

• ‘Hands off’ approach by local 
Councillors & staff

• Developing Council’s systems –
integrating community planning 
priorities with Council Plans
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What is the role of Council and why should it be involved?The third and final element concerns Council’s investment and commitmentOver the years the most important expression of this has been in the following areas:Respecting community ownership of ‘Township Plans’ …. Maintaining Councillors’ ‘hands off’ approach to ‘Township Planning’ …. this allows communities to determine and act on priorities Developing Council systems to benefit from this process and how the information in the plan can support Council work and how Council can support the community’s work



1. Linking community planning to 
Council’s strategic planning

2.  Connecting Council and 
community activity

Links Between Community 
Planning and Council
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3 Ways:Capacity to embed community priorities into Council planning is dependant on a clear and understood strategic framework, that identfies the connections between community priorities and Council Planning and budgeting



Linking Community Planning to Council’s Planning 
– Strategic Framework

    

COUNCIL PLAN
2009-2013

Financial 
Management

Human 
Support 
Services

Environment &
Land Use 
Planning

Recreation & 
Community 

Development

Economic 
Development

Roads & 
Streets 

Infrastructure

Waste 
Management

Citizen & 
Customer 
Service

Civic 
Leadership

Community 
Plans 
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 *	Organisational Leadership ( Councillors, CEO and Senior Management) that facilitates a collaborative planning process and a learning culture.  Need for the backing of Council, 	Mgt and staff.  Therefore also a need for training.  *	Communication with the community – Need to be up front with the community about Council’s capacity, who else are partners in resolving this issue, what has been achieved



Links to Other Strategic 
Planning processes

• Coordinating the strategic 
consultations

• Using Community Plans as first 
point of reference

• Need to communicate back to the 
community
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Municipalities are involved in a constant stream of consultation with communities from individual services through to policy and strategic developmentService Units need to have a process that aligns the corporate objectives, which in turn are informed and guided by community priorities	How do we do it?	       Try to co-ordinate the consultation as much as possible – multiple reviews of strategies		Giving due regard to the ‘Township Plan’ priorities and utilising the ‘Community Coordinator’ network when undertaking any service planning	Go to the communities with what they have said in their community plans as the first reference point for further consultation	At reviews, need to bring strategic information back to the community as first point of community planning



Linking Community Planning to 
the Development of the 
Council Plan

• Preparation of a synopsis

• Thematic Overview

• Review of priorities at the Corporate 
Planning Retreat
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Presentation Notes
Yearly	Copies given to each Councillor. 		* 	There are common issues and priorities that are shared between a number of communities. The thematic synopsis does not indicate the communities’ priority rating of 			each issue, but does indicate that it is within the top 6-10 priorities for each community. 	* the community plans are a key reference document for setting the agenda for the next 4 years		* Examples – transport and youth development – key themes	



Connecting Community 
Activity with Council Activity –
Operational Level

• An Intra-Council Committee

• Getting everyone on board – Role of 
Staff and Councillors

• Presentations of Community Plans to 
Council
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Throughout the yearNeed for flexibility and capacity to respond to community priorities at both the strategic and operational levels	How do we do it?	* Intra – Council Committee – consists of the Full Management Team. Aim to ensure that senior / full management team are regularly briefed on community planning issues 	and  priorities. Their role is to do three things:	*	Manage the political - Identifying immediate or potential, sensitive issues,  discuss and determine processes to minimize risks to program and /or Council including: budget 		allocation, reports to Council Considering and making recommendations to Council on strategic planning matters pertaining to community planning including: 					recommendations to Council  regarding need to advocate to State and Federal Governments and other services on behalf of communities; 	*	Delegation of staff for projects not included in planning process - Making recommendations regarding allocation of any resources required as a result of  requests from 		Community Planning meetings including: budget and work group allocation;	*	Learning's - Ensuring policy development of and support for staff and Councillor professional development  on Community Development / Planning including: training 					programs, annual training calendar and staff induction;	*Presentations to Council



Benefits

• For Communities

• For Council

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can best be demonstrated by some examples………both locally & also influencing Council’s strategic direction
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Presentation Notes
This is one of my favourite stories. This town is called Cape Clear and believed that every Cape needs a lighthouse.  The interesting thing about this one is that this Cape is 200kms from an ocean.But they built the lighthouse with a working light – It cost them $20,000 and Council supported them with a $7,500 grant.  But the best thing was that the Herald Sun was wanting to do a expose n Council’s and how bad they are.  Somehow they got hold of one of the coordinators numbers and asked what he thought of Council and he responded that he loved Council, that he was wanting to build a lighthouse, told them his story and instead of an article critzing GPS, they wrote an article on the lighthouse,



“Since the project began, we have had 
people stopping, looking and taking 
photographs.  We have had written 
articles in local newspapers, local 
publications and have had interviews 
with local television stations. I’d say that 
that is a huge success, wouldn’t you?”

(Cape Clear Community Coordinators)



• Other photo of lighthouse –
paper article
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Another example of communities influencing the development of infrastructure in the Shire.Council had no plans to build any open air pavilions but one of the local communities did.One of the residents was an architect that lived 6 months here and 6 months in Spain.  They asked him to design the pavilion based on the turtle that lives in the local creek.  The community then ran a series of community consultations until they came up with a final design.Council then got involved to assist with the funding.  The fact that it was driven by the community just made it easy for us to obtain the funds and to work with the local community in project managing the community.But the community also developed ideas that has made this an iconic facility in the region.
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 They made the head and tail of the turtle a musical instrument so that people can play it.
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Where school children get the chance to play and where the community celebrate the turtle
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One of the examples where the community planning has changed the strategic direction of Council is through our involvement in the health & well being of our communities,Mentioned in all the community plan, it lead to a study by Council that resulted in a partnership being developed between GPS, Ballarat CHC and Hesse Rural Health
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Now we have a range of services to meet the communities needs.  One of one of the key priorities was the need for a doctor’s surgery at the north of the Shire.It took a number of years but the facility has recently opened 
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The other area was transport –In every community plan was the need for transport.  About the same time, the government announced the release of funding for the community transport services.As a result of the plans, we were able to submit an application and were successful in demonstrating that this was a high need in the area.





Opportunities

• The Plan is a critical point for 
negotiation between the community and 
Council or community and other players

• The Plan informs Council decisions 
regarding community grants and 
priorities within program and corporate 
plans



Opportunities

• Timely support to community

• Ability to respond to more complex 
needs and issues

• Linking with other policy agendas

• Celebrating success 
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Celebrating success - Building and maintaining goodwill



Community Benefits
• Think and act as citizens (other than as 

taxpayers)

• Worthwhile for government and other 
stakeholders to partner with them

• Don’t wait for other stakeholders to do what 
could be better done by the community

• Think the big picture

• Keep informed

Presenter
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Keep Council informed



Agency Benefits

• Information about communities needs 
is more accessible

• Appreciate the unique character of 
different towns

• Stop focusing on the self proclaimed 
leaders and hear the voices of the 
community

Presenter
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Council encourages other voices to be heard



Agency Benefits

• Recognise that the community have 
valuable expertise

• Easy for agencies to partner with and 
advocate for the community

• Move beyond customer service and 
citizen participation to empowerment



Focused

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is a process that changes and develops over time as Council and the community gain experience and confidenceImportant to remain focused on your principles at this time



Community Engagement

Presenter
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  It is about constantly looking at new ways of engaging the community and supporting the community in what they want to do



Systems and Processes

Presenter
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Clear understanding of the relationship between Council and community planning� Support the process with the right systems and processes



Continual Education

Presenter
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Constant educating everyone about community planning – Councillors, staff, coordinators and the general community



Communication
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Part of that is communication -Be clear about the Limitations to the communityInternal and external
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 Roller coaster.Time to build the energy and gain momentumThere is time when communities are flying and achieving incredible resultsSometime there is a few sharp turns where people can get abit anxious and feel like it may go off the rails but that is the time to ensure your sytems and processes are rightBut above all – it is a great ride!!
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